
Spelling Lesson 26 - The Girl Who Loved Spiders 

enter  Sentence: I will enter the room through the door. Definition: to come or go into or penetrate  

banner  Sentence: The flag is a red, white, and blue banner. Definition: a flag or sign  

sugar  Sentence: I need sugar to make the lemonade sweet. Definition: a sweet natural substance added to 
food  

shower  Sentence: I prefer washing in a shower more than a tub. Definition: bathroom area or stall to wash 
standing up  

motor  Sentence: The engine of the car is its motor. Definition: a machine that converts energy to motion  

collar  Sentence: His shirt collar was tight around his neck. Definition: the neckline of a shirt, sweater or jacket  

labor Sentence: Mowing the yard was hard labor. Definition: strenuous or hard work  

finger  Sentence: I wear a ring on my third finger.  Definition: the grasping part that extends from a hand  

mirror  Sentence: I see my reflection in the silvery mirror. Definition: a polished surface which reflects an 
image  

beggar  Sentence: The hungry beggar asked us for food. Definition: person who begs for food or other charity  

favor  Sentence: He insisted he was doing it as a favor and wouldn't take any money. Definition: a kind or 
helpful act for nothing in return  

bother  Sentence: I don't want to bother my mom when she's busy. Definition: to disturb or annoy  

fever  Sentence: He is sick and running a high fever. Definition: elevated or high body temperature  

doctor  Sentence: The doctor gave me medicine when I was sick. Definition: a person who practices medicine  

temper  Sentence: He had a bad temper and was always angry. Definition: emotions or state of mind, often 
negative  

actor  Sentence: The actor played many roles in the movie. Definition: person that plays a role in a 
performance  

polar  Sentence: The northern polar region is very cold! Definition: near the farthest points of the planet's axis  

sweater  Sentence: I put on a wool sweater instead of a jacket. Definition: a knitted or woven shirt or pullover  

traitor  Sentence: A traitor spies on his country for the enemy. Definition: a person who betrays his country or 
friends  

whenever  Sentence: Come tomorrow or whenever you have time. Definition: at whatever time 


